Blanket Rejuvinator

- **Revitalizes Rubber** - Restores life to rubber blankets and rollers.
- **Deglazes and Cleans** - Removes embossing and most foreign substances.
- **Adds Thousands of Impressions** - Leaves Blankets velvety smooth and ink receptive. Improves ink transfer.

Gans Blanket Rejuvenator cleans and deglazes rubber fast. It restores new life and printability to even the most glazed blankets and rollers. This excellent product will pay for itself many times over in increased productivity, and will extend the life of your blankets.

Use in conjunction with Gans Rollkleen paste deglazer for the most advanced roller cleaning system available today.

Contains no carbon tetrachloride, coal tar solvents, wood alcohol or other highly toxic elements. Available in 1 gallon or 5 gallon containers. Item #S-1215.

**Directions:**
- **Blankets** - Apply with a saturated cloth to a clean surface, wipe dry with a clean cloth.
- **Rollers** - Apply by hand with a saturated cloth or run-in with the wash-up blade removed. Rinse clean with any roller wash.

**NOTE:** NOT FOR USE ON URETHANE ROLLERS